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You read a free preview page 3 does not appear in this preview. LinkedIn uses cookies to improve the functionality and performance of our website, as well as to provide relevant advertising. By continuing to browse this website, you agree to the use of cookies. Please refer to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy for more information. LinkedIn uses cookies to improve the
functionality and performance of our website, as well as to provide relevant advertising. By continuing to browse this website, you agree to the use of cookies. Please refer to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use for more information. HomeSer Bachelor's Degree NumericAnalogies Exercises Solved exam Being a Bachelor's degree PDF Numerical analogies are sequences or
patterns that focus on seeing the relationships between concepts and entailing an answer according to the premise. Numerical analogies are an excellent method for evaluating the knowledge of high school students and are used as a requirement to enter the university than the Ser bachilleratoiller exam or Senescyt SNNA ENES test. You knew that you can also review and
practice 100 questions about numerical reasoning of the baccalaureate test. Practicing these loose analogy exercises with pdf answers will certainly help you increase your knowledge and you can score well on the test. From an even more practical and perhaps even more important point of view, employers are increasingly using these number comparisons as screening tests to
determine the speed and numerical reasoning ability of a new applicant. Numerical analogy tests are standardized psychotechnical evaluation tests (also used in Tests of Ser bachiller, SNNA, ENES and other professional exams) that provide the employer organization with information about the candidate's cognitive ability and general perception. Tests of numerical analogies are
designed to assess a candidate's ability to recognize the relationship between ideas, think methodically and be fluent in daily development. The questions in the test are designed to evaluate the candidate's logical and analytical reasoning using numerical analogies. The only way to improve numerical analogies is through practice. Our pdf numerical analogy tests ensure much
faster learning. Try to find out the relationship between the first pair of numbers. Turn analogies into patterns. Identify the pattern based on the first number of the exercise. Systematically review difficult problems. Read all the answer selections first before making a decision. This may sound obvious, but applicants often stop reading the answer options when they find what seems
like a good match. Eliminate all couples in who do not have a similar relationship. If the meaning of a word is unknown, try remembering the context in which the word was found. Take a new look at the relationship options as described above and try to look for them when trying to solve analogies. If all else fails, remove the unlikely answers and make a thorough assumption.
Solved exercises of numerical analogies in PDF Below you can practice 22 exercises with numerical analogies with your respective solution. Practice these examples so that you can improve to be a LinkedIn High School test, use cookies to improve the functionality and performance of our website, and to provide relevant advertising. By continuing to browse this website, you
agree to the use of cookies. Please refer to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy for more information. LinkedIn uses cookies to improve the functionality and performance of our website, as well as to provide relevant advertising. By continuing to browse this website, you agree to the use of cookies. Please refer to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use for more information. LinkedIn
uses cookies to improve the functionality and performance of our website, as well as to provide relevant advertising. By continuing to browse this website, you agree to the use of cookies. Please refer to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy for more information. LinkedIn uses cookies to improve the functionality and performance of our website, as well as to provide relevant
advertising. By continuing to browse this website, you agree to the use of cookies. Please refer to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use for more information. In numerical distributions and graphs to detect the operations to which the missing number should be found, it is recommended to do various experiments with addition, subtraction, and multiplication operations until you find
the corresponding result. Basic level exercises. Intermediate exercises. Numeric distributions. In the attached chart, type in each circle the digits 1 through 7, without repeating them, so that the sum of the four numbers written in row or column, the number of four circles, is the same. Find value x. (UNMSM 2017) A) 4 B) 5 C) 3 D) 7 E) 6 Find x: a) 1 b) 2 c) 3 d) 4 e) 5 Complete the
missing number. Which number is missing from schematic? Questions taken on admission exams. Uette and proposed exercises in PDF - Numerical and graphical distributions - Solved exercises - Basic, Preuniversity Level - Mathematical reasoning, psychotechnical. An analogy is a structure arranged in levels, where the elements of each level are equally related. A suggested
analogy as a problem is to detect such a relationship at the proposed levels as data and to find a unknown which is usually at the last level, which has the same relationship with the other elements. The elements contained in an analogy can be numbers, letters, or shapes. Solved exercises of numerical analogies - basic level. Find the value x: 16 (3) 1 25 (3) 2 36 (x) 4 A) 1 B) 2 C)
4 D) 3 E) 6 Complete the missing number. What number is missing from the scheme? A) 36 B) 12 C) 81 D) 64 E) 125 In the figure is the value of 2x: A) 35 B) 16 C) 17 D) 32 E) 34 PDF Suggested exercises of numerical analogies. Intermediate exercises. NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTIONS In this chapter we will see different types of strokes, mainly numerical. Letters are sometimes
involved, which would represent a numerical value. Analogies This is usually three-column sorts, if the center value is in parentheses. The goal is to find a law of formation. Deployments These are schemes in rows and columns, where the solution is retrieved vertically (column) or horizontally (row). Graphical distributions Are schemes of numbers, represented in a chart. The
training rule is achieved based on the graph. CLICK HERE TO VIEW PDF NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTIONS In this chapter we will see different types of strokes, mainly numerical. Letters are sometimes involved, which would represent a numerical value. Analogies This is usually three-column sorts, if the center value is in parentheses. The goal is to find a law of formation.
Deployments These are schemes in rows and columns, where the solution is retrieved vertically (column) or horizontally (row). Graphical distributions Are schemes of numbers, represented in a chart. The training rule is achieved based on the graph. CLICK HERE TO VIEW PDF The numerical analogies refer to similarities contained in the properties, order and meaning of
numerical schemes, where we will call analogy to such similarity. In most cases, a structure of premises and unknowns is preserved, where a relationship or operation is verified in each of them. Usually, numerical analogies require cognitive analysis, which obeys different types of reasoning that we will thoroughly classify later. The importance of analogy and its main types analogy
is understood by analogy to the similar aspects presented between different elements, these similarities can be presented in all characteristics: Type, shape, size, order, context among others. We can define the following types of analogy: Numeric analogies Word analogy Letter analogy Mixed analogies But different types of analogies are used in several tests, depending on the
type of skill you want to quantify in the individual. Many training tests, both academically and at the academic level, use numerical analogies to measure the skills of applicants. They usually show up logical or abstract reasoning context. How are the premises represented? There are two ways a relationship between premises can be represented: A is to B as C is to D is to C is to D
Er to D The following examples develop both forms: Three are to five as nine are to seventeen. The ratio is 2x-1 Ten is fifty as two is to ten. The ratio is 5x Types of numerical analogy Depending on the operations and characteristics of the premises we can classify the numerical analogies as follows: By number type They can take into account different numerical sets, the fact of
belonging to these sets the similarity between the premises. Prime, even, odd, integer, rational, irrational, imaginary, natural and real numbers can be put attached to such problems. 1 : 3 :: 2 : 4 The observed analogy is that one and three are the first odd natural figures. The equivalent are two and four are the first even natural numbers. 3: 5 :: 19: 23 4 prime numbers are observed
where five is the main number after three. Likewise Twenty-Three is the most important number that follows nineteen. In the case of internal operations of the item The numbers that make up the item can be changed with combined operations, this operating order is the requested analogy. 231 : 6 :: 135 : 9 Internal operation 2+3+1 x 6 defines one of the premises. Equivalent to 1
+3+5 x 9. 721 : 8 :: 523 : 4 The following combination of operations defines the first premise 7+2-1-8. Control of the combination in the second premise 5+2-3-4 gets the analogy. In case of elemental operations with other factors Several factors can act as an analogy between premises through arithmetic operations. Multiplication, division, empowerment and establishment are
some of the most common cases in such problems. 2: 8 :: 3 : 27 It is observed that the third force of the element is equivalent to analogy 2x2x2-8 in the same way as 3x3x3 x 27. The ratio is x3 5: 40 :: 7 : 56 The multiplication of the element with eight is the analogy. The ratio is 8x Applications of numerical analogies Not only does mathematics in numerical analogies find a tool with
high usability. In fact, many branches such as sociology and biology often encounter analogies of numerical type, even in the study of elements other than numbers. Patterns found in graphs, research and evidence are often embodied as numerical analogies, facilitating the achievement and prediction of results. This is still sensitive to errors, because proper modeling of a
numerical structure according to the study phenomenon is the only guarantor of optimal results. Sudoku Sudoku has been very popular in recent years due to its implementation in many newspapers and magazines. It consists of a mathematical game where premises for order and form are established. Every 3×3 frames must be numbers 1 to 9, and retains the condition not to
repeat any value linearly, both vertically and horizontally. The first thing to consider is the type of operations and characteristics involved in each premise. After the similarity is found, it continues to operate in the same way for the unknown. Exercises solved Exercise 1 10 : 2 :: 15 : ? The first ratio that jumps into vision is that two is a fifth of 10. In this way, the similarity between the
premises can be X/5. Where 15/5-3 A possible numerical analogy is defined for this exercise with the expression: 10:2 :: 15:3 Exercise 2 24 (9) 3 12 (8) 5 32 (?) 6 Operations confirming the first two premises are defined: Divide the first number by four and add the third number to this result (24/4) + 3 x 3 3 3 3 0009 (12/4) + 5 x 8 Then the same algorithm is used in the row
containing the unknown (32/4) + 6 x 14 Ves 24 (9) 3 a possible solution according to the ratio (A/4) + C s B 12 (8) 5 32 (14) 6 Provided a general hypothetical structure A (B) C on each premise. These exercises show how different structures can accommodate the premises. Exercise 3 26: 32 :: 12: 6 14:42 :: 4 : ? It is clear that the form (ii) should arrange the premises where 26 is
to 12 as 32 is to 6 At the same time there are internal operations that apply to the premises: 2 x 6 x 12 3 x 2 x 6 When this pattern is tested on the third premise: 1 x 4 x 4 Only need to use this operation again to get the possible solution. 4 x 2 x 8 Getting this way 26 :32 :: 12 :6 as a possible numerical analogy. 14 : 42 :: 4 : 8 Suggested exercises to solve It is important to practice to
achieve mastery of such problems. As with many other mathematical methods, practice and repetition are essential to optimize resolution times, energy expenditures and flow to find possible solutions. Find possible solutions to each numerical analogy presented, justify and develop your analyses: Exercise 1 104:5 :: 273 : ? Exercise 2 8 (66) 2 7 (52) 3 3 (?) 1 Exercise 3 10A 5B
15C 10D 20E ? Exercise 4 72: 10 :: 36 : 6 45 : 7 :: ?? : 9 Holyoak, K.J. References (2012). Analogy and relational reasoning. In K. J. Holyoak &amp; R. G. Morrison. The Oxford Handbook on Thinking and Reasoning New York: Oxford University Press. ANALOGUE REASONING IN CHILDREN. Usha Goswami, Department of Child Health, University College London, 30 Guilford
St., London WC1N1EH, United Kingdom The arithmetic teacher, Volume 29. National Council for Mathematics, 1981. University of Michigan. Most powerful manual for reasoning, Shortcuts in reasoning (verbal, non-verbal and analytical) for competitive exams. Disha publication. Learn and teach number theory: Research in cognition and teaching / edited by Stephen R. Campbell
and Rina Zazkis. Ablex publishing 88 Post Road West, Westport CT 06881 06881
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